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Prop. 47 puts
new burden
on state courts
The ballot measure to
reduce penalties
touches off a flood of
pleas for resentencing
and records purges.
By Maura Dolan

Al Seib Los Angeles Times

ANDREA PARKS makes the short trek from her home to choir rehearsal at the John Wesley Community

Health Institute, which paired with the Colburn School of Music to start the group.
COLUMN ONE

Joy rises above skid row
Voices of shattered lives come together in song
By Gale Holland

T

he Colburn Wesley Project
singers stepped out onto
the 51st floor of a downtown Los Angeles skyscraper to make their

Health exchange
problems test
agents’ patience

debut.
Dressed in lace, pearls and tailored suits, they mingled with the
benefit’s celebrity emcee, a statuesque former “Basketball Wife,” and
her football player boyfriend. Guests
in cocktail dresses posed for photos
and bid on Hello Kitty merchandise
at the silent-auction table.
Under the bristling chandeliers of
the City Club, the singers sat down to
salad, saving the main course —
salmon or steak — for later. The five
women and three men, strangers to
one another just a few weeks earlier,
walked onstage and for the next 17
minutes raised their voices:

By Chad Terhune

“You gotta be bad, you gotta be bold,
you gotta be wiser
You gotta be hard, you gotta be tough,
you gotta be stronger …
I know, I know love will save the day.”
When the evening ended, the
guests would pay $35 for their parking and head for the freeways.
The entertainers would board a
[See Choir, A22]

Burning
desire for
hottest
chile
By David Zucchino
FORT MILL, S.C. — How
hot is Smokin’ Ed’s Carolina
Reaper chile pepper?
It’s so hot that when you
walk into the chile sorting
room at Ed Currie’s PuckerButt Pepper Co., your eyes
burn and your throat tightens from the sizzling fumes
of hundreds of freshly picked
peppers.
It’s so hot that workers
who peel the chiles to scrape
out seeds wear two pairs of
protective gloves because
the chile oils eat through one
pair in 15 minutes.
Smokin’ Ed’s Carolina
Reaper is the world’s hottest
chile pepper, according to
the Guinness World Records.
At a searing 1.56 million
Scoville heat units, the
Reaper knocked off the Trinidad Scorpion Butch T from
Australia, the previous
record holder at 1.46 million
SHUs. (A very hot jalapeno
might reach 10,000 SHUs.)
Chile heat rankings may
seem trivial, but it’s a burning issue for purveyors of
chile sauce, hot sauce, salsa
[See Reaper, A16]

MARTINEZ, Calif. —
Proposition 47, a sweeping
ballot measure that reduced
penalties for certain crimes,
has already led to the release
of hundreds of jail and prison inmates statewide and inundated courts with scores
of applications from people
who want their records
cleansed of felonies.
“Prop. 47 was a smoke
bomb dropped in every
courtroom in California,”
said Yolo County Superior
Court Judge Dave Rosenberg, “and we are working on
clearing out the smoke.”
The retroactive measure
reduced several nonviolent
felonies to misdemeanors —
thereby slashing sentences
for those behind bars — and
made it possible for people
who were convicted decades
ago to have their felony records disappear.
Judges expect that tens
of thousands of Californians

may seek to have their felony
convictions reduced. Courts
have had to scramble to handle the surge in workload,
and some agencies are planning to ask for more public
funding to cover the added
duties.
In a Contra Costa County
courtroom, an inmate in a
green jail uniform peeked
out from behind bars as a
public defender argued that
her felony conviction for possessing cocaine should be reduced to a misdemeanor.
The woman, observing
from an enclosed pen known
as “the box,” was among the
first few hundred in the state
to benefit from the measure
voters passed Nov. 4
“Good luck, ma’am,” Superior Court Judge Terri
Mockler told the inmate after reducing her conviction
to a misdemeanor and her
sentence to time served.
“You are being released today.”
The judge moved on to
the next case, poring over records in a Martinez courtroom set aside each Friday
to hear petitions from people affected by Proposition
47, the most defendantfriendly state law in decades.
The law’s promise — to reduce overcrowding in pris[See Prop. 47, A24]
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LINDA EVANS leads the choir during a gala at the City Club. “What

fascinates me about the choir is it really shouldn’t exist,” she says.

California’s health exchange is leaning on insurance agents to enroll thousands of people in Obamacare coverage. Trouble is,
some agents haven’t been
paid for months.
In some cases, agents are
owed thousands of dollars in
commissions for getting
folks signed up earlier this
year. And they said they still
face long waits on the phone
to get simple issues resolved
for customers.

Bearing witness, with fear

Many in Ferguson were afraid to testify to the grand jury
By Tina Susman
This witness was scared.
He had Googled himself and
found the phrase: “Snitches
get stitches.”
He was scared that black
neighbors would find fault
with his description of what
happened when a white police officer, Darren Wilson,
shot dead an unarmed black
man, Michael Brown, in Ferguson, Mo.
He was scared that white
supremacists would accuse
him of hurting Wilson’s case.
“I do think of the Ku Klux
Klan. I do,” he told investigators.
From the first day a
grand jury met, it is clear
that fear and anxiety played
major roles in the struggle to
paint a precise picture of
what unfolded between Wilson and Brown on Aug. 9.
The jurors’ decision not
to indict Wilson prompted
prosecutors to make public
more than 4,700 pages of
transcripts and reports in
hope of quashing suspicions
that Wilson got away with
murder. The tactic did not
work, and rioting erupted in
Ferguson this week.
But the documents do
provide a look at what some
witnesses went through as
they wrestled with the fallout of witnessing a controversial killing.

Their experiences could
sap much of the enthusiasm
among Covered California’s
most effective sales force.
The exchange’s 12,000 certified
insurance
agents
brought in 40% of individual
enrollment in the first year,
or more than 500,000 people.
“Everything would be forgiven if Covered California’s
service level got up to industry standards,” said Sam
Smith, an insurance broker
in Encino and immediate
past president of the California Assn. of Health Underwriters, an industry group.
“If that doesn’t happen,
the damage could be permanent,” he cautioned.
Peter Lee, executive director of Covered California,
has apologized for the exchange’s poor service and
highlighted the progress being made on several fronts.
In a written report last
week to the exchange board,
Lee said the state still owes
commissions to agents for
enrolling small employers
going back to June. It hopes
to make those payments
next month.
About $2 million is owed
to 2,200 agents for enrolling
people in Medi-Cal, the
state’s Medicaid program
for low-income residents,
but the state doesn’t expect
some of those payments to
be made until January. The
state isn’t responsible for
commissions when agents
enroll individuals in private
health plans because insurers handle that directly.
To help reduce wait
[See Agents, A7]

Smooth start
for Obamacare
Wally Skalij Los Angeles Times

DEMONSTRATORS STOMP on a police car during Tuesday night’s protests in

Ferguson, Mo., in response to the grand jury’s decision in the Michael Brown case.
Some
feared
saying
something that would upset
neighbors if it did not match
other witness accounts.
“You never know how
people react to certain
things,” testified one man,
who did not speak to police
until 13 days after Brown’s
death but whose version of
events bolstered the view
that Brown had his hands up
and was not posing a threat
when Wilson shot him.

Some were so distrustful
of police that they did not offer information until investigators knocked on their
doors.
“You can’t say no to an
FBI agent,” one woman told
prosecutors after agents
showed up at her apartment
in the Canfield Green complex, which overlooks the
scene of the killing. “I’ve seen
the Ferguson police do some
[See Grand jury, A18]

‘I don’t believe
a word of it’
Michael Brown’s family
says Ferguson police
officer’s account makes
no sense. NATION, A19

L.A. protests
Despite little violence
and no looting, more
than 130 protesters were
arrested. CALIFORNIA, AA1

About half a million
people selected a health
insurance plan in the
first week of the 2015
enrollment. NATION, A12

Weather

Mostly sunny.
L.A. Basin: 87/58. AA8
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